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B.Wilks does it all by himself from playing every instrument to writing the beats, lyrics, mixing and

producing. He Sounds like Outkast, The Roots and The Neptunes meet Dave Matthews, Jack Johnson,

Ben Harper and Santana. 15 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, WORLD: World Fusion

Details: B.Wilks is HERE, and he's ready to take crossover blend to a new level. Some would list this as

alternative soul, others would call it a soul blend. The best way WE would describe this artist would be:

Outkast, The Roots and The Neptunes meet Dave Matthews, Ben Harper, Jack Johnson and Santana.

B.Wilks and his own budding new genre brings originality, much like all of these artists you've already

heard. The exciting quality he holds is his consistent uniqueness. It's time to hear a fresh style with a

distinct sound, and B.Wilks can provide that option. B. is a musician with a natural crossover brand that

reminds you of college house parties, bottles at your favorite club/lounge and 2 AM trips to the grocery

store for munchies. He's also that killer live concert you'll always remember, and he's the perfect

background music at a tailgate, on a long road trip or while you're relaxing with your favorite girl/guy. His

style fits so many scenarios and moods, you need to hear it for yourself! In a "do-it-all" fashion featured

on this album- B. plays all the instruments- writes, arranges, produces and mixes from start to finish.

Growing up with his family ties from the south, B.Wilks was exposed to all types of music ranging from

R&B, the earliest forms of rap, hip-hop and, of course, jazz and the blues. In his teens B. realized he was

fascinated by sound. During his teenage years, without any experience of formal musical training, B.

began to pickup the guitar, the drums as well as sequencing. With such an open mind to all types of

music, B. could hear the depths of such genres as hard, soft, and southern rock- reggae, country, house

and techno to name a few. Still, to this day, B.Wilks has yet to receive any high level professional

lessons. His "do-it-all" capability is a God given talent that B. is truly thankful to have. B.Wilks has worked
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with artists such as Adina Howard, Kirk Franklin, Angelo Ray, Rashad, Big Jim, Q, LJ as well as

countless others in the Atlanta, Ohio and Virginia areas and then some. B.Wilks is currently a credited

co-writer and guitarist on Adina Howard's featured single "Nasty Grind" from her new album "The Second

Coming". Adina Howard's album also features hit artists Missy Elliot and Jamie Foxx. Having done so

much with other musicians and worked so hard throughout the years, it's time to introduce B.Wilks to the

world as a true solo artist. Check it out, we think you'll enjoy this vibin' change of pace. B.Wilks can also

be seen live with his band playing all the hits from his current project! B.Wilks and the Band is currently

performing in the Pennsylvania/Ohio area. Check undefeatedentertainmentfor event details. If conforming

is being defeated...B.Wilks has never lost.
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